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Augury

Reader in your dark red car. The starlings hear the dwindle. 
They hear the nozzles of a service station’s blue pumps rasp,

the grease trucks filling up behind a neighboring diner, see 
every sign raised high on its pole. Read them this way.

They sing to one another in the tree that overhangs the 
world’s flat roofs, adjust

their feathers like a bevy of hatchets. 

Read them this way. The starlings smell famine nearby & 
trouble coming the way someone tracking through woods smells rot 
in the dark

& know there is a time to eat and time for exile, that nothing 
works here but blood & radio. Murmuration. They unfurl against a 
low sky into an open script. & know it is time for you, the sky in dusk 
& sign-starred,

wondrous. Get out, lock your doors. Get scissors & net, climb 
a ladder & haul starlings from the wind. Split their caustic chests. 
Track where the steam drifts in the light.
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Deathmetalpastoral 

the swain who is lost

First words spoken in the woods, among birches, among 
downed trees the bark dulled silver of an unlooped necklace / first 
words we first hem or secrecy, or what brambles might proffer or the 
chicken wire fencing sectioning our wood from the other /

forest & thorn, the tale played out with crows the distant 
words on the vellum of understory /

the way of glass, the way of weeds. You can pick the pathway. 
You can take the pins & pinch their heads, tell me how small a longing 
is & how it fits /

in your forefinger and thumb. I will go with you / still. & if 
the trees’ limbs above us crosshatch into a nightness, then the leaves 
are fog around the stars. Or are smoke. Or what describing would 
never tell us: that the far-off utterances are trucks, maybe crashing, 
maybe horses /

voice on voice like two shattering bottles. What collision is, 
our shins against the tall red growths of this wood where suns want 
invitation, want clearing, these horses we will never let in.
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